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1. The purpose of "tool box talks" is _____.
a.To fulfill the law's requirement
b.To instill safety knowledge in workers
c. To introduce the design of safety equipment
d.To report on and discuss about the work progress
2. For how many workers in a construction site would require one qualified
first aider?
a.30-99
b.40-99
c. 50-99
d.60-99
3. When the marble stones are transported to the site, you should:
a.Lay them flatwise on the platform indoor
b.Lay them flatwise in the open air
c. Lean it upright against the wall obliquely with something underlies
d.Lay them flatwise on wooden plank with 150cm above the ground
4. The motive force of bending machine used for the Dry Hung Method (Dry
Fixing) is from:
a.Hydraulic jack
b.Air compressor
c. Oil cleaning machine
d.Electric scissors
5. The material of the bracket used in the Dry Hung Method (Dry Fixing) is:
a.Iron
b.Lead
c. Copper
d.Stainless steel
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6. Apart from pin plug (steel pin) , dry hung method (cavity wall) also uses:
a.Iron wire
b.Steel cable
c. Up and down folded bracket
d.Spiral bracket

7. The materials used for welding for Dry Hung Method (Dry Fixing) is:
a.Tin electrode
b.Copper electrode
c. Iron electrode
d.Stainless steel electrode
8. If expansion bolt is used for mounting marble tile, bracket should be
installed on:
a.Red brick
b.Sand brick
c. Steel
d.Concrete
9. The material to be used after platform tiling and testing is:
a.Water
b.Cement plaster
c. Cement powder
d.Glue
10. Apart from cement plaster, marbles can also be tiled with:
a.Marble glue
b.White glue
c. Super glue
d.Resin glue
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11. Which of the following materials should be used to fix broken marble?
a.Marble glue
b.All-purpose adhesive
c. Cement plaster
d.Tile adhesive
12. Which is the more adhesive marble glue?
a.Rice glue
b.Hydrogel
c. White glue
d.Black glue
13. Which of the following materials should be used together with the
polishing powder for marble polishing?
a.Ammonia Carbonate
b.Lime
c. Sulfuric acid
d.Oxalic acid
14. The use of Chinese Insect wax is:
a.For wooden floors
b.Filling in the gaps in between marbles
c. Mimic true lighting effect
d.Mattifying effect
15. A person should be serious at work and should uphold work ethics,
including:
a.Accepting money and other advantages
b.Appropriation of other's property
c.Craving for personal interest and neglecting the damages dealt to
others
d.Integrity that a person shall never accept illegal advantage and
responsibility
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16. Work ethic is a standard of evaluating work attitude. What is the
advantage of complying with the standard?
a.Enhance efficiency, avoid making mistakes and promote credibility
b.More likely to make mistakes
c. Leave without reason
d.Speed up the work progress so the duty can be over as soon as
possible
17. Which of the following should be done after finishing work?
a.Leave the work site immediately
b.Remove the strings hanging from the corner of the wall
c. Clean the tools and the work site
d.Allocate masonries to their appropriate locations according to the plan
18. In the event of operating a (dry stone machine?), a person does not need
to wear:
a.Safety goggles
b.Mask
c. Rubber glove
d.Earplug
19. As required by the law, any person who uses cartridge-operated fixing
tools (e.g. concrete hammer) should age:
a.15
b.18
c. 21
d.24
20. Which is the best method for carrying heavy objects?
a.Utilize machine as much as possible
b.Avoid lifting by bent
c. Seek help from other workers
d.Carry the objects at the workers’ best effort in order to demonstrate
their capability
-
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